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wmtwç^m 
In recent years, countries throughout the world have been giving increasing 

attention to the oueeticn of the fu-ai+y ri  produ-tio:..    It  U w--ll '<r.:-wr. th-.t thu- 

is an extremely acute and importât rr^bl .. which  ir  crucial to the successful 

development  of technological progress,  of production and of th<*  -conomy. 

The level of development  of the national  economy,  incr-ased competiti vene? 3 of 

products and the promotion of export* are largely  dependent on the Boluticn of this 

problem.   It  is no accident that  industrial and administrative leaders throughout the 

world are concent rat in« their attention on problème of quality,   since quality has 

a considerable influence on the efficient growth of industrial enterprise as well 

as on the economy of a given country as a whole and its position in thv world market. 

One of the peculiarities of the problem of quality is that,  far from becoming 

simpler s* the economy develops,  it becomes more and more complicated and , ifficult 

to solve* 

This problem has been compounded by the objective development of the forcee of 

production - a development marked primarily byi 

- Extremely rapid scientific and technological progress which in turn means 

that products becooe more complex and higher demands are plaoed on them in term* of 

technology and performance! 
- Increased complexity of the pmccss of production,  as a result  of the use of 

modem equipment  and mechanized and automated procedures; 
- Expanded co-operation between countries and increased specialization within 

branches, between branches and at the international level. 

Tfce problem of the quality of article and merchandise becomes particularly 

août e an the needs and requirements of oonsuaers increase and as it becomes increasingly 

important to satisfy them fully. 

Because of its importance  and complexity from the scientific, technological, 

economic and branch points of view, the problem of quality muet be tackled on the 

basis of new principles.   The most important of these is the adoption of separate 

measures designed to establish an accurate and scientically based syetem of interacting 

and permanent measures for the control of quality at all levels, which can be applied 

equally well within m enterprise and at the national or international level. 
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The objective factors mentioned above have resulted in considerable importance 

now being attached to the problem of quality,  and all countries are seeking economic 

and administrative measures which will ensure that their products are of a high 

quality. 

It is widely recognized that this problem could be solved through the united 

efforts of all experts working in various spheres of science and technology.    Extremely 

close  contacts should be established between these experts,  in order to facilitate the 

exchange of know-how on quality and the conduct of joint  research. 

Although this is common knowledge,  we reiterate that the quality of a product 

or a machine is the sum total of the quality of the raw materials,  components, semi- 

manufactures and constituent elements used in its production.    Thus,  a high-quality 

product can be obtained if all the constituent materials used are of a corresponding 

quality.    It   ir. h-.rc thr.t   ntr^'.rxdizati— ••••!??" '--    ::¡>;.nti-l  rol-   ir. guircntcring the 

quality of production.    Experience of industrial development shows that  standardization 

which imposes qualitative requirements at  all stagc3 of production and during all the 

manufacturing processes is one of the most  effective means for accelerating industrial 

progress and is the basis for industrial specialization, material savings,  increased 

output  and improved quality. 

The complexity of modern industrial management, the development of machine, 

equipment and applicance technology, the discovery and utilization of previously 

unknown materials,  inter-branch co-operation, the need for the reorganization and 

rapid modernization of production, the introduction of avant-garde technology in the 

shortest posciblr space of time - all these factors require the broadest possible 

application of the principles and methods of standardization.    Standards enable the 

interests of consumers and manufacturers to be reconciled and thus guarantee the 

optimum quality of products by making it possible to unify the technical requirements 

of various industries. 

Modem standardization is a complex system with many internal and external 

ramifications.    It works very efficiently, provided that the best solutions are found« 

Standards provide a starting point on the basis of which it is possible to co- 

ordinate the requir°;nents imposed on designs,  raw materials,  components,  constituent 

éléments cud finished manufactured articles by enterprises in the various branches 

of industry.    Standards establish the most up-to-date production indices and bring 

them into line with the most  recent  advances in science and technology as well as with 

accumulât ed experience. 
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The importance of standardization is now universally acknowledged and everyone is 

interested in its development.    Governments in many countrier have established or aro 

in the process of establishing bodios and specialized services to draw up and apply 

standards, and are financing these institutions generously.    This is enabling them to 

make marked headway in specialization and co-operation and in unifying and standardizing 

industrial elementa and components.    The high quality of many of the articles manu- 

factured by these countries shows that  it is perfectly rational to apply the methods 

and principles of standardization. 

The concept of the role of stcodardization in quality control has led several 

countries to establish national organizations which deal both with standardization 

and quality, and standardization programmes are now included in firms» quality control 
syst ees. 

The part played by standardization in guaranteeing quality, promoting international 

trade and accelerating technological progress is highly regarded at the international 

level,  as rvidi-nccl by tho activities or 11...   inirruTtiouru   ^rjiizationc rvat  conp. tnnt 

in this field, such as ISO and IEC. 

It is also well known that the European Organization for Quality Control is 

likewise dealing with matters relating to the standardization of quality control 

methods.   The theme of this Organizations reoent conference was "Quality - standard - 

qualimetry" and the slogan under which it met at Moscow wast    "Towards high quality 

through standards". 

Relationship between Btandardization and quality 

After these general statements, let us attempt to define the connexion between 

quality and standardization.    In most cases, there is a tendency to link standardiza- 

tion with quality control alone,  in other words with the last stage of product manu- 

facture.   Let us see whether this approach is sound, however.   There is a fairly well- 

established view which answers many questions.    It holds that quality is introduced 

when a product is designed, is created during its manufacture, is verified by testing 

and control operations and becomes apparent during the product*s use, consumption or 

performance« 
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Forward and progreMlve.rtCTjdartUjst.ion 

It  is well knot« that rapid scientific ¡aid technological progress speed« up the 

relativ,  obsolescence of various products for which standards have been prepared. 

A standard may wry often hrjnp.r industrial progress by establishing a level 

of quality which has already been achieved.    Conservative standards can bo eliminated 

by standardization based on forecast data, and by the preparation of anticipatory 

standards. 

Forward standardization is currently defined as followsi 

"Forward standardization is standardization which takes into consideration 
the quality indioea of a standardized article, which change with time". 

Anticipatory standards establish projected quality indices which can be achieved 

within a specific period of time and assume the gradual application of these indicci 

by industry. 

This «COIL that while in many cases it is difficult to secure the endowment of 

a product with the necessary characterise <s at a given time, this con bo done as the 

national economy develops. 

Here wo sue progressive standards as varieties of anticipatory standards.    The 

final objective of such a standard may be either to secura technical characteristics 

not yet  achicvnd in the world or (as may be the case in one of the developing countries) 

to secure properties already achieved in some developed countries but as yet beyond 

the reach of the developing country in question. 

When preparing progressive standards, it is important to establish technical 

requirements and quality indices which will be optimal at the end of the planning 

period.    These standards arc prepared on the basis of dynamic optimization methods, 

forceaste of standardization subjects, and knowledge of trends in their past and 

present  development. 

Thus, according tc the most modern thinking, forward standardization determines 

the roU of a standard in technological progress, transforming it into a catalyrt of 

technological development and an important means of forecasting and planning quality. 
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We have already spoken at  length r.bou-t  stnudare'.ization, quality -width,   relatione 

between these two conceptB.    The interdependence between standardization and  quality 

is not  contested by any ont at  all familiar with the subject.    It is alee recognized 

that there arc mutual links between standardization and technological progress which 

are developed and strengthened as such progress gains momentum.    This is explained 

by the fact that  on the one hand the rtandard, by absorbing new ¡scientific and techno- 

logical discoveries, becomes a motive force for the industrial  application of the 

norfc  advanced technology ar.d,  en the  other hciid, the   .p-lic;vtion DI' the • rinci-L B of 

st-riardination prouctes tie  intro-'netion of new technology in the fcooner.y,   «pecda \r 

;r-e:-ratio:-- for ranufacture,  and thu.«  cent ributta to Uehnol.i sieri pro «rep s in all 

spheres of htm .an activity, 

Qptùlty- control 

In that respect,  all is clear.    But what, in that  case, is quality control?    What 

does the soience of standardization and quality have to tuli us about this?    We say 

quote the definition given by Fiofessor B, Doubovikovi 

"Quality control ie basically the process of aeeking the best possible 
combination of the interdependent categories of quality and quantity, 
in order to make production as efficient as possible and to obtain the 
highest yield of productive labour.    It is the planning of quantitative 
indices of a high level of product quality,  reliability and durability 
which meet  society's needs and equal the best  st.andr.rds set by other 
countries.    It is also the nrocoss of controlling the design, manufacture 
and consumption of these products, in order to achieve the planned 
quantitative indices of their quality.    In other wordu,  quality control 
consists of special measures designed to obtain articles  (products) 
which have the necessary quality characteristics", 

Tho quality of an industrial product means the whole range of properties which 

dotcrainc its capacity to be used for the purpose for which it is designed. 

The quality of a product  is a relative concept which can only be defined in 

term« of a quality aodol selected as our objective.    Quality varios according to an 

ascending curve and, at any given time, is determined by existing standards and 

specifications. 

If the quality model no longer meets society's needs and falls short of the 

latest ecientifio and technological innovations - in other words, if some of its 

j most important properties no longer correspond to those of the ber,: of similar models 

I know in the world, this quality model can no longer be considered as a suitable 

measure of quality. 
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I er* thus be scon that forward standards which are systematically revised and 

improved play an essential rolo in quality control. 

Forward, strndardo are important regulators of product  qurlity. 

Naturally, so far aa the organization of a national body responsible for 

standardization, quality, and planning and control in those spheres is concerned, 

it is extremely difficult to draw up universally .applicable reeommendation» and 

formulae« 

All these activities must be studied and applied in the light of the economic, 

politic«!, cultural and other conditionc prevailing in each particular country. 

Nevertheless,  r!though each country has its own way of tackling the problems of 

economic und industrial development and organizing standardization mid quality control, 

we arc going to attempt to make some general suggestions which amy be of i»c to a 

number of countries, 

When drawing up standards, the following assumptions should be token into 

considérât ioni 

- The quality of a product varies with ti»c| 
- The rapidity of scientific and technological progress and of variations in 

qurlity arc inseparably linked; 
- The untimely application of a otandard reducen its usefulness to industry 

and trade; 
- The plaining and control of standardizations based on annual and long-tern 

programmée and nino on progrrwmeß for the application of standards; 

- For proper planning, pi* paration and implementation of standards, the 
practical results of their application must be analysed and general 
conclusions drawn therefrom. 

Since, in the final analysis, product quality is created during manufacture, we »hall 

exiwinc the main stag«-m in the process of achieving the economically optimal quality 

level of a product at the enterprise level! -       - 

First stage:    Preparation of th<   enterprise for earrying out the main task« 
rvquir <.J to guarantee quality, 

re   Drawing up of practical and economically sound measures designed 
to ensur   that the planned quality is achieved; 

txsmiafftion of other aspects of the enterprise's activities which 
could help tc solve problems of quality. 
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Fourth, stafie :   Application of the measures defined. 

Fifth and final stage:    Comparison of the quality level planned with that 
actually obtained,  identification of defect e, assessment 
and elimination of thoco by the application of additional 
measures. 

If werk is carried out  recording to the stages linted above,  the results arc as 

OllOWSl 

(a) definition of tho properties required in standards documentation, including 

company standards,  in accordance with tho planned cnuJity indices (cstablinh- 

B'jOt of tcchnioal r quircments); 

(b) Application of all measures designed to ensure thr.t the  prescribed quality 

indicée arc achieved (quality preparation); 

(c) Ibcecution of the manufacturing processes in strict compliance with pre- 

scribed parametens and technological regulations (quality formation); 

(d) Control of product  quality (measurement of quality); 

(e) Stability of product quality (quality stability); 

(f) Measurement of the steady quality level achieved (evaluation of quality level). 

The next level at which the organization of work on quality nnd standardization 

is carried out is the level of the various branches of industry.    At this level, quality 

Control must make provision for branch development plans which link the size of output 

o the quality level.    Variations in quality should be reflected in nomenclature and 

n the si20 of the output provided for in annual and long-term plans for the branch 

n quest ion« 

This activity within a branch of the economy requires! 

1. Organization of a systematic ctudy of consumers» product  quality requirements, 

|nd demand for such products, as well as a study of technological and scientific 

Ichicvoacnts in the field concerned and in allied fields; 

2. Study of the  actual level of quality based on data relating to the consumption 

feid performance of product s | 

3. The application of measures designed to guarantee product quality by modernizing 

•ass production, developing inter-branch specialization, and improving techno logical 

Irooedures and methods of checking1 and manufacture,  as well as by designing now products 

Intended to replace out-dated models and to rncert the new demands of the national 

toonomyj 
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4. Systematic efforts te iinprovo product durability :md performance during 

uso,  including tlv delivery of spare parta; 
5. Thr- pr^aratinr. and im rcv.hicrt ier. o."  a centralized ey£rt«ir. for the  assembly, 

processing and distribution of technical information (including standards and specific* 

tions) and (conciaie information at  all  l.V-ls of branch management,  and also a system 

for assessing the recuite of the  exooution of decisions tricen. 

Materiel incentiven for staff ?-id standardisation at the branch and national 

level designed to regulate product quality requiromentf vdll help to improve this 

syst em» 

The branch (Ministerial) plans, tak-n *ogrthur,  conrrise the national plan for 

etrindardization and technical progress.   The implementation of such a plia, (so far as 

the most  important issues affecting the national economy,  and particularly problems 

effecting more than one branch,  are concerned)  should be supervised by the national 

body responsible for questionò cf quality and standardization. 

The role of metrology 

I should now like to nay a f w words about metrology as a basis for »ensuring the 

ohamcteristics of products in general and for the quantitative evaluation of quality. 

The. problem of quality is closely linked to the state of progress in the field of 

metrology.    It  should be borne in mind that basic parameters and dimensions, technical 

requirements,  reliability and durability indices, methods and means of testing and 

control,  as well aß specifications for raw materials, metals, tools and equipment, 

are  established by standards.   Metrology is fundamentally the technical and scientific 

basis for all these specifications anc1 quality indices,  since thoy arc all in the 

final isialysis,  determined according to a system of measures.    There is no need to 

explain yet  again the  importance of scientific and legal metrology in unifying measurer 

and maintaining them nationally at the necessary livel. 

Thus, the primordial role of metrology in activities which concern testing nothodf 

is very widely recognized throughout the world. 

I should like to mention two particular aspects of metrology rolating to 

standardization end quality. 
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The first  aspect concerns so-called "rf i\nc   r-aUrialF" u*ed ir. defining tiu 

chemical composition of products -xx. rav¿ natcrirls  and th ir ^hyrical md ch«iicrl 

chnracteristicc.    These» "nateri-ar."  take th   lorn    Uh\r of mr/Urirl:. which -vrf.ctly 

display certain ci.jraicol,  physical or noe: nnicrl  properties   .r of rt'iU-ni  ¿TIJ:Lí . f 

a specific chemical composition. 

They racy be. used, on th,   one  h-jvl,  for calibrating r.casuring inttruotfit¿ uscù ir 

industry, or,  on the other hand, f;-r eorr.prrir^ th.   chrract.rir.-t ics of nnr.ufr.ctur.--d 

products with those  of the referene    aatirialo.    In th.   f'iret   e\rUgory \;   n^ mention, 

for cxanple,  hardness reference blockr, benzoic acid ,J3 .-. utrndrrd for crlorifie value, 

reference natcrial3 for optical    reparti  m, viscrsity, rcughno:;r,    tc.    The s-.. cond 

category includes reference t.et pice, u for ut-lu rad r.lloys and chemical producta 

which crii be  used as checks in qualitativ    ar-1 quantitative  analysis and also for 

spectral and spcctro-chemical nnalyscs. 

The use of the first  category of refer nee raatertale makes it possible to check 

neasuring instruments and apparatus without tranr.fi rring them to metrologica! 

laboratories and to calibrate th-m systma aticolly and accurately in order to ensure 

that the ncosuros adopted in the xmtional economy arc uniform in nature. 

By using the second category,  we can moke a direct comparison between the  payá- 

nete re of nanufacturcd products and those set forth in the relevant standard.    It 

gees without  saying that the preparation, checking and distribution of these materials 

arc the responsibility of a country's mctrological service  and should b    carried out 

in co-operation with the national standards body« 

The second aspect  of the int^rd^penu^oe between metrology and standardi¿ation ic 

the examination of draft  standards from the mctrological point of view.   This involves 

the definition of the level of precision cf standards for substances and materials 

! and methods of testing then and analysing thrir chenical composition. 

Tho metrological examination of standards makes it possible to ensure! 

) - The unifoiroity of regulations governing the accuracy cf definition of chemical 

| composition, physical and chemical properties and the accuracy of their determination; 

J - The correct use of tcras relating to the mctrological aspect of standardization 

and testing, chenical composition,  and the physical and chenical properties of materiale 

and substances; 
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- The uniformity of methods used to doteroine discrepancies, in standards rc< 

testing net hods. 

Standards which shculd be  subnittcd for metrologica!  examination arc those 

relating to raw mat-rials and concent rat os, metals and alloys, chemical reagents, 

products and materials produced by organic and inorganic synthesis, natcrxals of very 

high purity,  chenical products derived fron wood,  etc. 

The last  iisrcct  ^f metrology's role, in +hc field of standardization and quality 

•about which I should like to  say e. ftv; words is the link between netrology and 

.tóUíiSÍA«    Bul f^tly,  w*1-"-*  iG qualimotry,  and how does it relate to standardization^ 

Qualinrtry it r. branch of scientific and practical  activity related to the cxanina-|. 

tiun of the theoretical bases and methods for the quantitative evaluation of the 

qualitative indices of production.    This tern, which was introduced by Soviet experts, 

is now very widely used. 

The need for a quantitative evaluation of production quality beconos apparent when 

th. nuncrouG tasks of standardization and quality control hr.vt to be tackled, parti- 

cularly the planning e" preduot   nuality Iv.v.. the selection of tlv   Vet  possible 

model when designing a now product, the preparation of a new product,  and the compila*- 

tion of standard documentation on now articles and on the control and certification of 

product quality etc. 

is 
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The preparation of standards also requires quantitative proof of the lcvol of 

quality. Standards nust include optinun indices of product quality and ncthods of 

evaluating these - this is the concern of qualinctry. 

Qualimetry, as a branch of science dealing with problems of quality, has been 

developed on the basis of standardization, from the terminology it uses to the methods 

and deans of evaluating cniality levels and measuring the quantitative indices of qualitjf1 

r 
The Metrologien! service is the technical and scientific basis used by qualinctry   j 

when making these evaluations. 

The quality of standards 

To conclude these  remarks on standardization, quality, etc., I should like to say 

a few words about the quality of standards themselves. 
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The level of the properties which aak. ur the quality of production â v^àc t -> 

. large extent on the quality of th: technical documentation available   (incieline 

atiannl, "branch and corrpany standards). 

All this requires the  ¿ev,l.:.n.,.t  n.\ . xT an. ior. of thcr ticrl,  economic anU 

;von ihlloscphical research on standardization, nine,  .very y er activiti-^  in thio 
ficld axe bocooing OOK -sscntial to the s~lut inn Jï the pr. rsing probi ene of our tin. ¿. 

A new field in the science of quality - standards qualine try - is rvw - u. rfdng. 

The quality of a standard ueanr. a s.-t of propertioe which d,t.min.,  with a 

•oil-defined degree of probability, th:  qurlity of the -nd-produet of the work which 

Is the subject of this standard (standardization subject).    Two catarte oi th. ov,.r-all 

concept of the quality of a standard uay be notcdi 

- The  quality of oanufnctureî    this is th*   entire   range of prop-.rtioc of a standard 

(prepared according to a theartic or technical f o roula)  at Jhc tine of ita ncc.ptanc; 

- The quality of consumption - the practical results of the application of r. 

standard, which are conditioned by the standard of nanuf roture of a product. 

Standards which fail to ncot the demands of technological ami scientific TToprcm: 

do considerable ham to the national economy.   The determination ,-rf objective laws 

for preparing and measuring the quality of a standard ( cxaoinat ion) is tKr. fore, a 

fundoacntal taks of scientific development. 

The following aro included ir. the qualimetric study of a standard! 

- All the properties of a rtandard c.ûsi^r'd ae a tcellieri rtrndards document; 

- The depth rad breadth of study of documents at  all stages in the preparation 

of the standard - quality of drafting, layout and accuracy of presentation;    improve- 

jnent  of methods used to deteroine and evaluate the quality required from thu standardisa 

jtion oubject, etc; 
- The sciontific value and reliability of information, used during the preparation 

of a standard, on technological and scientific progress in the branches in which the 

standardization subject is manufactured; 
- Technological raid scientific progress, in industrial proiuction,  its levels, and 

¡criteria for these levels; 
- Products and their quality as the subject of standardization; 
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- Ort ini ¿et ion of expenditure on the preparation of standards, considered in 

th. light of the benefits obtained freu their application (provided that the quality, 
» f 

r« liability -*nd durability of the goods producer! arc not  inp aired). 

The main air. of euch quai ir-¡ trie study int c 

- To foro a scientific basin fer de te mining laws for standards quality fomationj    1 

- To d t  mine  and inv rrtigr.t    the factors which influence the formation of « 

standards quality; 
- To nah- objective  estimates of the indices and criteria of standcjxls quality; ' 

- Te  establish euch conditions for the t^icntific preparation of a standard, 

ite structure,  langur-C-i presentation and forra,  as will pemit processing by 

couput^rci 
- To   -stablish a national syst co for the control and examination of standards 

quality by conput  rs. 

This science should be baaed on three main conditions! 

- Recognition of the theoretical and practical possibility of measuring end 

espressine in a quantitativ, (net heme* i cal) foro the properties which,  individually 

and together, comprise the quality of a standard; 

- An approach to standards quality as a dynamic set of individual qualities, 

each of which, by reason of its interaction v/ith the others, influence» the forastico 

of a standards structure end th^ .juality of th,   standardization subject; 

- Recognition of the need for quantitative methods of ostioating the quiûity of 

a standard, in order to solve problems of planning and control e-t various levels of 

the managcQvjnt  of the national economy« 

International standardization 

Howadays, no country, not cvei. the industrially rnoert  advanced, can develop in 

isolation, without scientific, technical and econooic relations with other countries« 

Industrial prepress and development, the expansion of international trade, and 

technical, scientific and cultural co-operation require tmifora principles and 

criteria for evaluating product quality, «nifor» checks and tests, uniform operating 

instructions, ite, - in other words,  all the factors which standardization raakes 

available to scientists and experts working in these fields*    It is in this area 

that international standardization has the most  important  role to play« 
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Tho authority of ISO, which hae u^bcro in # count ri-*, if grovdng .very y.ar, 

and the  Bccopocndcticxui prepared by its Technics Conpitt. ,s arc frinir« ,wr- 

increasing recognition throughout th.  worU.    Th. 130 R^-nuau-tions, which rr   X>^:. 

on the collective  ,xnericnc<   of nW cour* ri,-  an! r,   rent  r  synth. 8Ì, of nod.• 

technology,  arc the «.ana of guarding th. unlfcmity of rrcluct  quality r, jure- 

ments, the interchange ability cf cornonnt,,  •ù unifiée- r^tho^ for mrv,,*y t. at ine 

and control.    Tlu-y crcat, condition, favourabl.   to th,   d. v. l^m.nt   .f .canonic, 

scientific raid technical relations b.tween count ri-, o throughout th.   world. 

The scope of problems dealt  with *y 1h, International R,ec,.,uui:*i,ns io ^midy 

broad, ronging fron units of measurement -aid tvrninology to c^ut, vz xid aircraft. 

Although the ISO Recomcndations  nr- of :.n optional natura thvir application ir in 

fact crucial to the expansión of trc.de end .canonic develop*, nt.    It  should b. emphasised 

thrt itoadardizr.tion, and particularly international standardization, hi« n strong 

influence on lutcmetional trade    It hcl.B to bridge nation*!, tariff and t  eco- 

logical barriers and to establish genuinely fr.vourc.bU  conditions for co-op. rr*ion 

between nations.    The «nococc of international standardization has a direct  effect 

on the progress of standardization in the various ragiono o£ th   world;    it 3tr.ngth.nn 

oeononie relations between different countries,  «id transcend« tradition/! patterns 

basod on these countries» geographical portion or m an i artier economic situation. 

In conclusion, I should like to caphnnizc yet  again that  in view of the existir* 

«tato of the cccnony of the developing countries etandardization io a uajor instrument 

for iccuring teohnological progress and improving the quality of national producta. 

Consequently, tho technical and acidifie Kv.U of irtoidardu oust be miaul 

and their role in quality improvement nuit b, pronotccU    In addition, the standards 

appli d sust be revised and renewed fron tine to tino in order to replace out-dot'd 

indices and properties. 

It is •elf-«vJ.d«mt that in th.ee circumstances national standardization can 

develop only as the result of pitting,  sino, the positive results of standardisation 

and a aodorn level of product quclity cannot be expected iui.wdic.tcly. 
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Thc experience of certain developed countries shows that the most  efficient 

nethod is to establish forward standards and put then into effect through gradual 

and integral standardization. 

There can bo no doubt that  strawir.rclizc.tion based on scientific projections will 

heighten the already significant role ployed by standards in the technological 

progresa of individuel count ri ca. 

The foregoing illustrates very clearly the interdependence between standardiza- 

tion and cniality»    by pi-inning and controlling standardization, the quality of 

industrial production can also be planned and controlled. 

o 






